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Just fifty miles to go. An hour or so beforeyou swing into the driveway. You can picturethe tree through frost-rimmed windows, muchthe same as last year: the red and green orna-
ments; blue orange, yellow, red lights; tinselglinting as it trembles faintly on the greenbranches.
On the seat beside you bright ribbons andpaper are barely luminous in the half-lightfrom the dashboard. Dashboard, peculiar
word.
The headlight beams thrust stubbornly intothe swirling flakes, at times leaping throughholes in the white curtain to shine far downthe road, and at times being reflected backfrom as close as the front fenders.
Small drifts are forming across the pave-
ment, and the snow slaps against the chassis
as the car flounces through them. You wonderif there is any ice out there. The road is nearly
all white, the center line obliterated, and thelow banks along the shoulders merge imper-
ceptibly with level ground. It is becoming in-
creasingly difficult to judge exactly the limits
of your lane of the highway.
You flash past a curve sign, momentarilyilluminating the black arrow. Headlights glowfrom beyond the rise in front of you.
You surge up the low hill . . . Suddenly
•
rings
headlights sweep blindingly around the curvedirectly toward you. Of all the crazy! Youyank the wheel and involuntarily hit the brake.Spinning, sliding, mad seasick motions . . .
Faculty will consider
final reading period
Jack Richardson, president of the
Student Senate, presented Monday's6 Faculty Council meeting with a
"review period" request from the
Senate. In short, it was a proposal
that the Faculty Council advocate
the scheduling of review periods in-
stead of the two last regular lecture
classes.
Though the Council was seem-
ingly unfavorable toward this "re-
view" proposal, there was some-
what of a more favorable reaction
toward having a regular "reading"
period, if anything.
The distinction here lies in a def-
inition of terms. A review period
• would entail professors deviating
from their set patterns of lecturing
in order to review. While, on the
other hand, a reading period would
involve the allotment of free days,
i.e. no-class days which the student
could utilize to review material on
his own, etc.
A motion was carried that the
faculty Calendar Committee study
the possibility of having such a
"reading" period sometime between
the termination of classes and the
beginning of exams.
DISREGARD
Final Exam
Schedule
(Corrected version will be
printed January 6)
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headlights, chrome, white faces, blackness,
snow blur wildly before you. A terrific rend-ing metallic sound, concussion, shocking blast
of cold assail you ... bright packages are vividin split-second comprehension, spinning, slid-ing, crimson splashes your eyes . . .
Your mother stands beside the icy window,
peering into the swirling fury of white in theblackness beyond. Your father looks up fromthe paper he hasn't been reading, to his wife'sback, to the silent, merry tree. The telephonebegins to ring. . .
Tomorrow night will be Christmas Eve, but
the tree will already have gone from yourhouse. Saint Nick might put in his annual ap-pearance, but nobody will pay any attention.There is a pretty girl who will be kissing no-body when mdnight comes on New Year'sEve.
Just outside town soft snow will begin toheal the fresh wound men tore open in the
earth, and hastily patched again. The nextbright sunrise will find only a chill quiet among
the glistening marble and granite heartbreaks.
Those whose business it is to know tell us
that one of you who has read these lines willbe the one out there.
Make it your business not to be.
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Strikebreaking continues
at Old Town woolen mill
Some of the University students
who have been working at the
Ounegan Woolen Mill in Old Town
during the current strike, failed to
come to work this week. "As far
as we know, only one (student) re-
turned to work this week," stated
Cadet Colonel for the next year. The
Kathy Hall, Sarah Herrick, Ann Grover,
Boucher.
Florien Dumont, business manager
for the #1485 local of the Textile
Workers of America.
Marvin Podell, manager of the
woolen mill, said that he had lost
some of the student workers as he
only hired them on a part-time
basis. He stated that the students
left after giving reasons of study
and upcoming vacations. He had
no figures on exactly how many
students remained as workers in
the mill.
The University has taken no
official action on the incident of
the strikebreakers.
The picketers began their seventh
week striking for higher wages and
a company paid health insurance.
At present the Ounegan workers
receive the average wage of 51.47
per hour. This is 35tt below the
New England average wage for
woolen workers. The overall aver-
age wage for Maine industrial
workers is now $2.10 per hour.
The strikers would like to have
a medical dispensary with a staff
at least trained in first aid. This
type of protection is common in
most other textile and paper mills
in Maine. Many of the larger mills
have a trained nurse on duty in a
fully equipped dispensary, while
other mills have registered or prac-
tical nurses or other trained per-
sonnel.
Beside the dispensary, they would
like company-paid health insur-
ance. The Ounegan mill workers
were buying their own health pro-
tection. All other woolen mills in
the area of Augusta, Old Town,
Waterville or Lewis-ton have com-
pany-paid health insurance.
In an October meeting in Boston,
called by the Federal Mediation
Board, the management's best offer
was an eight cent increase for a
three year period. The management
and the union plan to meet later
this week.
Four girls will contend
for Military Ball Crown
The candidates for Queen of the
January 7 Military Ball are: Kathy
Hall, Sarah Herrick, Ann Grover
and Jeanne Boucher.
The girls were chosen as candi-
dates by a Scabbard and Blade
screening committee of cadets.
Each girl represents a different
campus group. Kathy Hall is spon-
sored by Delta Delta Delta sorori-
ty; Sarah Herrick is representing
Chi Omega and Ann Grover rep-
resents the Off Campus Women.
Jeanne Boucher is the candidate of
the Mrs. Maine Club and is mar-
ried to a student. She is the first
candidate sponsored by the club.
The election for the Queen will
be held in the Memorial Union Jan.
6 from 10:00 a. in. until 4110
p. m. The winner will be an-
nounced at the Ball.
Every student is eligible to vote
and to attend the Ball. Recom-
mended attire for men is dark
suits. Corsages are discouraged.
•Itb
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New bill extends eligibility
of Work-Study program
Under the new provisions of the
Higher Education Act of 1965
many more students will be elig-
ible for part-time jobs under the
federal government's Work-Study
Program.
Previously, said Bryce Grindle,
assistant director of student aid, "A
student's eligibility was tied to his
family income and the program
was designed to aid those students
from the low income families."
"Now, according to the new pro-
visions, students are eligible if they
show sufficient degree of financial
need, regardless of family income."
This allows students from middle
income families to qualify if they
need the money from part-time
work to keep them in school.
However, Grindle stressed, first
preference for placement on Work-
Study jobs must remain with those
students applying from the low in-
come families.
Another aspect of the program's
expansion will allow married stu-
dents to be eligible for the employ-
ment without having to file the in-
Surprise!
come statement of their spouse's
parents. In the past, Grindle ex-
plained, married students have been
reluctant to ask such personal ques-
tions of the families of their spouse
and so have hesitated to apply.
THE INDEPENDENT STU-
DENT, one who has not relied on
his parents for support for a year,
is also eligible to apply without the
statement of his parent's income.
However, he must be deemed in-
dependent by the financial aid of-
fice and his parents may not have
claimed him as a federal income
tax exemption within one year prier
to his application.
Grindle has urged all students
who feel they may now be eligible
for these $1.25 an hour jobs to
drop by the Student Aid office to
discuss the possibilities of employ-
ment under the program.
It is necessary to file an appli-
cation for student aid before any
decisions or action can be taken on
any case, he stressed. Those stu-
dents with applications on file may
be considered from their present
application.
There are many jobs still open.
Under the terms of the program it
is necessary to fit a student with a
job which has some connection
with his major field of study.
Academy of Science
elects Dr. Whitehill
The New York Academy of Sci-
ence has elected Dr. Alvin R.
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Whitehill, head of the bacteriology
deparmtent, to its membership.
The membership is from every
area of science and includes mem-
bers from every state and 90
foreign countries. Election to the
membership is based on sustained
interest and contributions to the
advancement of science.
Dr. Whitehill's research is with
the field of plant tissue culture. He
has been with the University for
17 years and has been head of the
bacteriology department since 1961.
He was previously employed as a
research scientist with the Ameri-
can Cyanimid Company.
Dr. Whitehill is a cum laude
graduate of Dartmouth College
where he was a Rufus Choate
Scholar and Cramer Fellow. He
received his Ph.D. from Cornell
University in 1942 and taught for
several years at Illinois Institute of
Technology. He is author of 22
scientific publications and holds
eight patents.
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:0u
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGH'
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel 866-2169
Itkliv DAIGLE
Frosh acrobat dancer
will compete on T.V.
Vickie Daigle, a freshman phys-
ical education major at U-M, will
appear on Ted Mack's Original
Amateur Hour Sunday evening.
Vickie, who has studied acro-
batics and dancing since the age of
four, will perform an acrobatic
dance to the music of "Exodus".
The program was video-taped Dec.
3 at New York's CBS Television
studios.
Vickie, a resident of Bangor, was
visiting in New York last summer
when she decided to audition for
the show. She received one of the
highest ratings given, an A-plus.
In November she heard from Ama-
teur Hour's production supervisor,
Oscar Schoonmaker, who asked her
to come to New York to tape the
final performance.
Vickie's immediate reaction was.
"I made it—me?", but she is no
newcomer to the spotlight. She
placed second in the 1965 Miss
Bangor-Brewer Pageant and has
won many talent competitions in-
cluding the State of Maine Junior
Talent competition and a gym-
nastics competition at Maine.
CHECK THE
COMPLETE
Maine Ski Report
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CONDITIONS
AT MOST MAINE AREAS!
Fridays on Channel 5
1 1 :25 P. M.
Brought to you by
(ClIatOlres #ki
ORONO
Vickie wants to try out next for
the Rockettes or a dancing role in
a Broadway musical. She also in-
tends to work for a degree in phys-
ical education here at Maine.
Vickie studies under Polly
Thomas of Bangor.
Tau Beta Pi initiates
nine new members
U-M Alpha chapter of Tau Beta
Pi, engineering honor society, re-
cently initiated nine new members
in recognition of their scholastic
achievements and personal integ-
rity.
The seniors are Jon Fenton,
Larry Goss, Glenn Hetzler, John
Hutchinson and Russell Sherburne.
The new honor junior members
are William Frederick, Trenor
Goodell 111, John Newton and
Joseph Siegel.
NOTICE
The fourth program in the Fri-
day Evening Concert Series will
take place Jan. 7 at 8 p. m. Rich-
ard Jacobs, clarinet and Katherine
Ann Foley, piano will appear in
the Lord Hall Recital Hall per-
formance.
NOTICE
The English department is spon-
soring an impromptu theatre, where
the actors are given a situation and
must make up their own dialogue
and actions; at the Coffee House
Monday and Thursday at 7:30.
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ALPHA GAMMA RHO BANNER DISPLAYED INORLANDO—Three Alpha Gamma Rho brothers
and a friend from Maine drove day and night to
THE MAINE CAMPUS
reach the Tangerine Bowl game and hang out theGrabbers' banner. (See story page 4a)
President Young praises efforts
c'of the student organized groups
•
President Edwin Young was the
honored guest at the Dec. 7 Senate
meeting.
MAINE'S NEW ADMINISTRA-
TOR spoke favorably of the worth
of student organizations, "They are
of tremendous worth in establish-
ing rapport with faculty and the
administration and are ideal for
projects and seizing issues which
would benefit the University and
pursuing them via orderly proce-
dures."
The president smiled as he said,
"One of our ( faculty and adminis-
tration) failings is to think that the
world is the same as it was when
we went to school ..." and "I'm
willing to see anyone who wants
to see me and talk about things
that they may have on their minds.
NOTICE
Der Deutsche Verein will hold
its January meeting at 8:00 p. m.
Sunday evening the 9th, in the
Walker Room of the Memorial
Union Building. Mr. Karl Arndt,
Instructor in German, will show
slides and discuss his year of
travel and study abroad.
All those interested in German
are invited to attend.
WHEN YOU'RE
TIRED OF ALL
THAT LEFT
OVER TURKEY
COME BACK
TO THE
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
SUNDAY BUFFET
However, right now I'm pretty
much in the 'I-really-don't-know'
stage.'"
Students already have a fairly
good idea of the chief administra-
tor's interest in students and the
goings-on of their lives. He has
been seen in the Den, strolling
around campus (sometimes pushing
a stroller) and has made special
efforts to visit the Campus and
Senate offices, as well as other stu-
dent meeting places.
ABOUT MAINE'S RANKING
SYSTEM, he said, "Grading has a
lot of approaches ... in the long
run, ours has a 'rough justice',
though it may be imperfect." And
then, "The trouble with asking me
questions is — I'm a professor at
heart!"
In reference to the crowded
housing conditions, "Maine will
experience a whole pattern of
change, though I do not know how
long it will take. Next year there
will be more students living off-
campus and possibilities in Orono
are now being checked."
A student pointed out that some
campuses have experienced freak
growths in the matter of a few
years. The president reflected that
sports, especially good football
teams, tends to boost enrollments.
He happily added, "I've alreadyhad my great football team!"
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
tel. 8664032
Come to
Friendly Squaw Mouniain
On Beautiful Moosehead Lake
Open Daily 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft. T-bar
lifts. 5 trails. Ski instruction
daily, 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4
p. m. Base Lodge. Ski Shop.
Come for the Fun of It or
Just for the Health of it
Snow Reports: Tel. 695-2555
SQUAW MOUNTAIN
Route 15 Greenville, Maine
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 On Campus witly.
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dotrie Gillis," etc.)
THE BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS
HAS FLOWN THE COOP
Can education bring happiness?
This is a question that in recent years has caused mucalively debate and several hundred stabbings among Ameri-can college professors. Some contend that if a student's in-tellect is sufficiently aroused, happiness will automaticallyfollow. Others say that to concentrate on the intellect andlignore the rest of the personality can only lead to misery.I myself favor the second view, and I offer in evidencethe well-known case of Knut Fusco.
K nut, a forestry major, never got anything less than astraight "A," was awarded his B.T. (Bachelor of Trees) inonly two years, his M.S.B. (Master of Sap and Bark) inonly three, and his D.B.C. (Doctor of Blight and Cutworms)in only four.
Academic glory was his. His intellect was the envy ofevery intellect fan on campus. But was he happy? The an-swer, alas, was no. Knut—he knew not why—was miser-able; so miserable, in fact, that one day while walkingacross campus, he was suddenly so overcome with melan-choly that he flung himself, weeping, upon the statue of theFounder.
By and by, a liberal arts coed named Nikki Sigafoos cameby with her Barby doll. She noted Knut's condition. "Howcome you're so unhappy, hey?" said Nikki..
"Suppose you tell me, you dumb old liberal arts major,"replied Knut peevishly.
"All right, I will," said Nikki. "You are unhappy for tworeasons. First, because you have been so busy stuffing yourintellect that you have gone and starved your psyche.I've got nothing
against learning,
mind you, but a per-
son oughtn't to ne-
glect the pleasant,
gentle amenities of
life—the fun things.
Have you, for in-
stance, ever been to
a dance?"
Knut shook his
head.
"Have you 
ever• • 
•and then to a justice of the peace."'watched a sunset? 
Written a poem? Shaved with a Personna Stainless St.eiBlade?"
Knut shook his head.
"Well, we'll fix that right now," said Nikki, and gave hilt)a razor, a Personna Stainless Steel Blade, and a can ofBurma Shave.
Knut lathered with the Burma Shave and shaved withthe Personna and for the first time in many long years hesmiled. He smiled and then he laughed—peal after peal of
reverberating joy. "Wow-dow!" he cried, "What a slaavelDoes Personna come in injedor style, too?'
"It does," said Nikki.
"Gloriosky!" cried Knut, "And does Burma Shave comeIn menthol, too?"
"It does," said Nikki.
"Huzzah!" cried Knut. "Now that I have found Personaeand Burma Shave I will never have another unhappy day."
"Hold r. said Nikki. "Personna and Burma Shave alonewill not solve your problem—only half of it. Remember Isaid there were two things making you unhappy?"
"Oh, yeah," said Knut. "What's the other one?"
"How long have you had that bear trap on your food"said Nikki.
"I stepped on it during a field trip in my freshman year,"said Knut. "I keep meaning to have it taken off."
"Allow me," said Nikki and removed it
"Land's sakes, what a relief!" said Knut, now totallyhappy, and took Nikki's hand and led her to a Personasvendor and then to a justice of the peace.Today Knut is a perfectly fulfilled man, both intelleek.wise and personalitywise. He lives in a charming split-levalhouse with Nikki and their 17 children and he rises steadilyIn the forestry game. Only last month, in fact, he becameConsultant on Sawdust to the American Butchersbe was named an Honorary Sequoia by the park commis-sioner of Las Vegas, and he published a bestselling bookcalled I Was a SI:pp/cry Elm for the FBI.
0 1966. llaa Msalmrs000
The makers of Personnas Stainless Steel Blades andBurma Shaves are pleased that Kraut is finally outa the woods—and so will you be if your goal is lux-ury shaving. Just try Personna and Burma Shave.
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Dirigos plan
Squaw songfest
Last Wednesday the Dirigos. a
group of twelve women, presented a
program of popular songs and
Christmas Carols at the Coffee
house. The audience, although
small, seemed to enjoy the pre-
formance.
The Dirigos appeared on WMTW-
TV and will sing at the Greenville
Winter Carnival at Squaw Moun-
tain, Jan. 27-29. Anyone interested
in having the Dirigos sing at a
function should call Meriby Sweet
at 886-4974.
DISREGARD FINAL
EXAM SCHEDULE
MORRISON'S
BARBER SHOP
Monday thru Friday
7:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Saturday
7:30 A.m.- 5:30 P.M.
Two Barbers to Serve You
ORONO
ON MILL ST. ON THE LEVT
between Bradford's Real Estate
and Goldsmith's Real Estate
ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT—This may not be on the program for the
Dirigos, Maine's lovely female voices, but they will do their best to
sing all the songs requested. Here they are entertaining a group at the
Coffee House.
The New
OLD TOWN BOWLING CENTER
Plan to bowl in Northeastern Maine's newest
bowling center. Twelve modern lanes in luxurious
surroundings featuring all the latest bowling equip-
ment. You'll really enjoy candlepin bowling at its best
at the new OLD TOWN BOWLING CENTER.
— Open Bowling, Friday and Saturday Nights —
185 CENTER STREET OLD TOWN
DISREGARD FINAL
EXAM SCHEDULE
NOTICE
Under the Higher Education Act
of 1965, many more Maine students
will be eligible for part-time em-
ployment with the Work -Study
Program. The program will in-
crease eligibility by allowing mar-
ried students to qualify without
filling out a Parents Statement for
the spouse of the applicant and
will now allow students financially
divorced from their parents to ap-
ply, without the Parents Statement
S&S STORE
19 MILL STREET—ORONO
100 FREE S & H Green Stamps with. 3 pounds of ground beef
ARMOUR STAR or JENNIE-0
USDA Grade "A" TURKEYS 16 lb. and up 39c lb.
10-15 lbs. 43c lb.
9 lb. and under 49c lb.
SAVE
R&W CAKE MIXES: Devils Food, Yellow, or White
19 oz. pkg. . . . . 3/790 — 21e
R&'it- FROSTINGS: Creamy White or Creamy Fudge
13 or- pkg. . . . . 3/790 —21e
Ocean Spray STRAINED or WHOLE CRANBERRY SAUCE
16 oz. tin . . . . 3/69w— 50
R&W FLOUR 
 254k bag $1.79— 400
Gold Medal FLOUR 
 254j: bag $1.79 — 600
R&W SALAD DRESSING 
 qts. 390 —14.
American Dry ORANGE SODA or GINGER ALE
28 oz. bottle 10/81.00 contents plus deposit — 540
Green Giant PEAS 
 17 oz. tin 5/$1.00 — 230
R&W Elbow MACARONI, SPAGHETTI or THIN SPAGHETTI
 3# pkg. 490 — 140
Libby's PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT DRINK
 46 oz. 3/$1.00—17
46 oz. tin 3/890 — l6eR&W TOMATO JUICE
Maxwell House INSTANT COFFEE
. 200 off label 10 oz. jar $1.29— 300
8:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M.-6:30 P.M. Saturday
maine's
•rovinl
reportah
 
 by flower wasylyshyn 
Last week, this column included a report of "gimmicks" used by
insurance agents to get college students to buy policies. What the re-
port failed to include was the particular state that has issued a warning
against such salesmanship. The lead should have read, "The KEN-
TI CKY State Department of Insurance has issued a warning to students
to beware of "gimmicks" offered by insurance agents. Apologies are
offered to those who may have been unduly alarmed.
(ACP)—The role of the student newspaper is not just to be a public
relations branch for the university, says the Northern Star, Northern
Illinois University. Staff members maintain that criticism of administration
or whatever, if justified, belongs in a college paper; and that it is not the
paper's task to laud the university ... most schools already have such
bureaus to do so. "Our primary purpose is to act as a means of communica-
tion for more than 15,000 people who run around this campus every day."
Clarifying the controversy over the Ph.D., Moody E. Prior, former
dean of the Graduate School at Northwestern University, recently made
the following proposal: The creation of an intermediate degree between
the master's degree and the Ph.D. not requiring a dissertation and designed
for persons preparing to teach at the college level but not necessarily in-
terested in doing scholarly research. The proposal is put forth by Prior in
an essay—"The Doctor of Philosophy Degree" appearing in a new book
entitled, Graduate Education Today. A collection of articles by 13 graduate
deans, the book is published by the American Council on Education.
The brothers of Phi Delta Theta fraternity at the University of Akron
in Ohio have recently initiated a new program they call "Operation Hand-
shake." It is designed to help in the rehabilitation of boys classified as
"juvenile delinquents." Their primary purpose is to create an atmosphere of
friendliness with the boys, and in this way show what is available to them
if they choose to prepare to assume the role of good, adult American
citizens. It is hoped that this program will catch hold on other campuses.
Dr. John Grover, gynecologist told BU's A.W.S. that old sexual mores
have been taken away and nothing has been substituted for them. "Sex is
like a smorgasbord," the doctor said.
Big exodus coming up Friday—for those planning to thumb all the
way—beware of the Mass. Pike, chances are you'll get hit with a $50 fine.
Due to dangers involved in hitchhiking on a major thoroughfare, the MTA
has provided for a maximum penalty of $50 for hitchhiking on the pike.
"American education is treated as a game in many classrooms,"
said BU law Prof. Banks McDowell. The game involves professors mere-
ly giving facts, asking them on a test, and expecting a verbatum reply
from the students. "It's a ritual," McDowell maintained, "and although
many professors want to teach the students to think, they react by
passive resistance.
(ACP)—Should cheaters be exposed and expelled? An education prof.
at North Texas State University recently accused one of his students of
cheating. "I have had quite a bit of experience with this sort of thing and
after several years have come to the conclusion that it is best for all con-
cerned if the teacher exposes the cheater before his classmates," he said.
Looking directly at a coed in the front row, he accused her and asked,
"Well, what do you have to say for yourself?' "Mr. Jones ... I didn't do
it, the coed replied. "How can you accuse me of such a thing?" The prof
insisted that she leave the room, report to the registrar's office, and drop
the course. He opened the door and said "good riddance" to her as she
hurried out.
Returning to the class, he asked if he had done the wrong thing. Every
hand was raised. Then he went outside and brought the accused student
back in. He then told the students they had witnessed an incident prepared
to illustrate how a class can be made to feel shock, surprise, embarrassment,
and astonishment. They were asked to write paragraphs on their reactions
.. all agreed that open exposure would eliminate or reduce cheating.
Oly mpia Portable Typewriter
World's Finest
2 Year Guarantee
FREE TRIAL
Choice of Type Style
All Makes Available
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
138 Washington Street
Bangor
"near old Bangor-Brewer Bridge"
Telephone 942-6789
The Library will be open
during vacation and will be on
the following schedule:
Dec. 17, 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dec. 18, closed
Dee. 19, closed
Dee. 20-Dee. 23, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dee. 24, 8 a.m.-Noon
Dec. 25 and Dee. 26, closed
Dec. 27-Dee. 30, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dec. 31, 8 a.m.-Noon
Jan. 1, closed
Jan. 2, 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
O 5A1 (WV
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
• • •
Take-Out Service
* • •
Ample Free Parking
• • •
STATE STREET, N'EAZIE
Tel. 945-6500
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maine campus
EDITORIALS
Shining example
Last week Cumberland Hall sponsored a Christmas party fora group of orphans from Bangor. This project reflects the leader-ship Cumberland Hall has shown in the past few years.111 There is no dormitory that has shown greater enthusiasm.Its members have gone all out to support Maine teams and to buildschool spirit. Cumberland's loud cheering sections and large signsdemonstrate what is possible when a dormitory is alive.It is no secret that Cumberland has been successful at win-ning Homecoming and Winter Carnival display awards. The dormcouncil has planned far in advance and worked extremely hard toturn out high quality productions.
The social program at Cumberland Hall is outstanding too.Their parties are lively and well attended. The "Triangle," com-posed of Cumberland, Gannett and Androscoggin, is one of thefriendliest areas on campus. The three dorms often combine forski trips and other special projects.
Cumberland has also worked on the area of student-faculty
• relations. They have a standing program of inviting faculty andadministration members to evening meals for informal discussion.
Dormitories can be very active, not just shells in which toexist. Cumberland's active program indicates what can be donewhen good facilities are provided and enthusiastic leadership isavailable.
We salute the men of Cumberland Hall for their team work,their conspicuous support of Maine athletics and their publicservice.
SI
Senate invaluable
Featured speaker at the last meeting of the General StudentSenate was President Edwin Young. He gave some of his firstindications on how he regards the Senate.
Dr. Young told the Senate that student organizations are in-
valuable in establishing rapport between faculty, administration
and students. He added that the Senate can play a vital role in
selecting and carrying out projects which will be beneficial to the
university.
We think of the Senate as student participation in the admin-istration of the school. A university exists for students. It is fittingthat the student voice be loud and clear.
In the light of increasing student discontent, there is a trendtoward bringing students into closer relationship with professors
and administrators.
Mushrooming enrollment requires that administrators takeprecautions to insure that students don't become faceless statistics.
Last year the faculty took one of these precautions by givingFaculty Council voting privileges to the President of the StudentSenate. Only this week the Senate President demonstrated the
significance of this measure by proposing that a reading period beincluded in each semester before the finals. The proposal met withfavor and has been referred to the Calendar Committee to in-
vestigate the possibility of including such a period in the semester.
We are happy to see increased cooperation between thefaculty and Senate. We are also pleased that President Young
values the Senate and recognizes its worth. An effective studentgovernment is an asset to the student body first and to the admin-istration second.
On campus
Steamed
Two girls met at a party. They
both went to college. They had
shiny hair and wore no lipstick.
And they were different.
It was called a cocktail party—
with mixed drinks instead of beer—
small sandwiches instead of pret-
zels.
The wore sheaths and heels in-
stead of skirts and loafers.
Stan Getz replaced the drawling
Dylan. It was all quite nice.
One of the coeds thought she hadhad too much to drink. She couldn't
understand, couldn't focus a mental
From Basil
up cars
By K. M. Was ylyshyn
picture on what the other was talk-
ing about.
The words sounded like "matur-
ity," "Responsible behavior", and
"rising caliber of today's students."
"Now just WHAT is this chick
talking about?" she thought.
"Ah, would you please repeat
that?"
The other complied, "My school
has recognized the maturity and
rising caliber of today's students."
And still further, "A university
must provide opportunities for the
development of responsible behav-
lor—living off-campus will work
out."
"Oh, that's what I thought you
said. Thank-you, thank-you very
much . . . " As she retreated into
her world of wicked womanhood.
One, full of switching lounge lamps
in mid-afternoon; forests of em-
braces in front of dorms; steamed
up cars; special splotches of spring
grass; visits to apartments under the
cover of night; sniffing noses at
curfew; whispers of her wrinkled
skirt; and avid hand-holding.
Voice of the readers
EDITOR'S NOTE: The followingis a letter from the University of
Maine's Foster Child, Basil Vas-
silios Koutsothanasis in Greece.
Dear Foster Parents,
Good-morning. As far as healthis concerned I am well and the
same I wish for you that my letterfinds you full of health and joy.
Foster Parents I am still going to
the technical school of Arta. I am
going well with the technical les-
sons. On the 10th of September I
received the money 240 Drs ($8grant) the material and two towels.I thank you, Foster Parents for all
these. Here we have a rainy
weather. I do not know what kind
of weather you have there.
Basil Vassilios Koutsothanasis
•
Christmas mood
To the Editor:
With the passage of autumn and
the advent of winter, our thoughtshere at MUAB are turning from
the frost-covered patches of theGreat Pumpkin to the snow-cov-
ered workshop of Santa Claus.
There his little elves are busily pre-paring for the Union's AnnualChristmas Party.
This year Santa will once againbe on hand to greet and chat with
each little boy and girl. Next, the
children should go to the Hauck
Auditorium where Santa's littlehelpers will be eagerly awaiting
them with balloons, Christmas
cookies and boxes of candy for all.
From here everyone should pro-
ceed into the auditorium where at
7:30 p.m. a special show of "Cin-derella" will be given for both
those young in years and young atheart.
For those who are not being
brought by children there will be a
crackling fire and refreshments in
the Main Lounge at 7:45. Here
one may just sit and relax by the
fire, enjoy the refreshments, sing
Christmas Carols, or all three.
We hope to see you all on De-
cember 16 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Memorial Union. Let us put youin the holiday mood.
Joseph Stackpole
Judy Taylor
Byron Kopel
Chairmen
•
Teach-in Comments
To the Editor:
I would like to make some com-
ments on your lengthy article
about the "Teach-In" which ap-
peared in the Dec. 2 issue.
0 u r American Revolutionists
must have rocked their ancient
tombstones when they were com-
pared with the Viet Cong, Dr.
White' These Americans were not
unduly influenced by outsiders as
are the Vict Cong by the North
Viets. Red Chinese and, as some
would say, by the United Stases.
A poor comparison, indeed.
Mr. Schoenberger, shame on
you. The dictate or objective of
Communism is world domination.
How then, as you suggest, is it
possible to "give the Chinese Com-
munists a little room?" Compare
world political maps of 1965 with
1945 which depict the East and
West areas of influence. Here we
see what "a little room" means to
the Communists.
Come now! Is the Soviet Union
really the only country that is trad-ing with Red China? "Everyone" is
a rather absolute term. And, why
not not refuse Red China admission
to the United Nations? The charter
of this organization states that only
peaceful nations shall be admitted.
Mr. Banks repeated statements
concerning our unwillingness to
negotiate in Viet Nam. Evidentlyit is his belief that this is a fact.
I, for one, would rather believe in
statements made by not only the
Secretary of State but also the
President of the United States
which refute this half-truth and
others like it.
It has been my belief that uni-
versity professors are supposed to
make minds clear by stating factsin classrooms and not to cloud
minds by broadcasting confusing
statements and half-truths in so-
called teach-ins. After reading this
article. I now wonder.
Robert M. Frank, Jr.
•
Student scabs
To the Editor:
As poorly paid as labor is in
Maine. the spectacle of student
scabs earning their Christmas pen-
nies at the expense of laborers and
their families is a sickening and
disgusting one indeed.
Arthur Johnson
Flowers bit
To the Editor:
When will the turgid discourse
and purple prose of K. M. Wasyly-
shyn cease to drag its weary way
across the editorial page of theCampus?
I am getting a bit tired of thehearts and flowers bit.
•
Come Reverend
To the Editor:
I usually enjoy reading the edi-
torial page of the Campus because
I find many of the letters quite
amusing. Quite frankly, I found
a recent attempt by Reverend Lewis
H. Beckford to criticize my article
on Viet Nam protestors hysterically
enjoyable.
You claim, Reverend Beckford,
that I oversimplify in my descrip-
tions of the majority and minoritygroups involved in the discussion of
the Viet Nam policy. I merely
stated that the "other group" is
sponsored by a minority, whose
members can be studied and cen-
tered out to be a small concentra-
tion of individuals who have alien-
ated themselves from the goals and
responsibilities of its country's ac-
tions." Is this untrue? I do notbelieve so. A protestor, even a con-
scientious objector, does alienatehimself from the responsibilities ofhis country's actions. That is ob-
vious. If he did not, he would notbe protesting or objecting anything.I did not condemn the position ofthis minority, however; I just re-lated the facts as they appear to
me.
You go on to say that I have
(Continued on Page Sis)
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Record number of guests
visit Maine planatarium
A milestone was observed Friday
evening at the U-M planetarium
when the 25,000th off-campus visi-
tor walked through the door.
Since it was completed in 1954,
the planetarium has been host to an
average of 80 groups every year
who come for an hour-long lecture.
A Fellowship group from the
Church of the Nazarene in Bangor
was attending this Friday's lecture
when one of the members became
the 25,000 visitor and was pre-
sented an introductory book on
astronomy,
Spofford H. Kimball, head of the
Department of Mathematics and
Astronomy which supervises the
planetarium, said the total would
be considerable higher if it included
University Astronomy students.
Duncan Moore, a freshman from
Lewiston and Saco was on duty
Friday night. He is one of the three
students at the University who con-
duct the lectures. Moore attended a
summer National Science Founda-
tion Institute for high school stu-
dents at the University of Bridge-
port where he acquired background
experience in planetarium lectures
and astronomy.
William Snyder, a sophomore
OFFICIAL
U-M
CLASS RINGS
By HERFF JONES
Your Representative On Campus
DANNY HILLARD
Lambda Chi Alpha
Tel. 866-4434
See the Ring Display and
Order Yours at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
from Newcastle who also has at-
tended the NSF Institute, and Gary
Welles, sophomore from Mystic,
Conn. complete the lecture staff.
In addition to science clubs and
other adult groups, lectures are
given to elementary and high school
classes, and Boy and Girl scout
troops.
Appointments for lectures are
scheduled by the Director of Stu-
dent Services.
Top talent wanted
for variety show
A.V.S. is interested in sponsor-
ing a variety show, possibly in con-
junction with Women's Week, Feb.
8-13.
There is a great deal of untapped
talent and creative, fun-loving abil-
ity on this campus which could be
organized into an interesting show
while having a good time.
Anyone (male or female) inter-
ested in organizing and/or par-
ticipating in a variety show please
contact Patti Tofuri, 323 Hancock
Hall.
Letters
(Continued from Page Five)
gone on in the best tradition of
McCarthyism to label the Central
Committee for Conscientious Ob-
jectors as a group that is encourag-
ing draft dodging.
Come, come, Reverend. Deep
down in your heart you don't really
believe I would do that. As a mat-
ter of fact. I was not even referring
to the Central Committee for Con-
scientious Objectors at all. My
entire article was about the protest
movement, and I thought the aver-
age reader could ascertain that
fact.
For your benefit, however, I can
offer an explanation why I used the
name of your organization. It was
used to make reference to a hand-
out, published by the Central Com-
mittee for Conscientious Objectors,
which I quoted. I mentioned their
name, only out of courtesy, so that
credit for its publication would go
to its rightful owner. I was trying
to make a point of how the pro-
test movement hands out such leaf-
lets in trying to make an appeal to
draft dodgers. Do you really think
they do not do this?
At this time, I should also like
to have the opportunity to thank
you for offering the services of Gen-
eral Hersey at Selective Service to,
as you so blandly put it, "help
Arthur understand more fully the
role that the Central Committee
and the National Board has played
in behalf of justice and personal
freedom in our country."
Don't you feel, Lewis, that Gen-
eral Hersey is too busy right now
to take time out from his services
to help a poor soul like me under-
stand what you think I need to
understand.
But I often cannot help feeling
that there is a somewhat unbalanced
situation or trend in relation to
who speaks out about what. It
seems that whenever someone
speaks or writes something sup-
porting the policies of the United
States, he is ultimately attacked by
an opponent on some minute point,
which, in the defendant's attempt
to reach perfection of his own be-
ief, he never attains. Therefore, a
running controversy on some ri-
diculously intangible ideological
issue invariably gains the spotlight,
and the real issues, PEACE and
FREEDOM, never seem to be dis-
cussed sensibly.
Peace without freedom is noth-
ing. Russia has peace. It also has
a continuing history marred with
mass slaughters, massacres, po-
groms, concentration camps, and a
general fear of not dong "the right
thing." That is their "peace." Per-
haps we should give peace without
freedom more thought. Then,
fighting for freedom will not seem
so bad, after all.
Arthur D. Serota
SEASON'S GREETINGS
To the Students at The
University of Maine
from your
COLLEGE MASTER REPRESENTATIVES
Robert McQuinn and Scott Robinson
24 Main St. ORONO Tel. 866-4775
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Registrar's Office
Monday, January 17, to Tuesday, January 25, 1966
This schedule is based upon the first weekly meeting of each class. For example, a class which meets the 2nd per-iod on Monday. Wednesday, and Friday is scheduled for examination as of Monday, second period. By referringto the list below, you will find this takes place at 8:00 a.m.. Wednesday, January 19. Each student should ascer-tain from his instructor the location of the final examination.
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
1st period Tuesday
2nd period Wednesday
3rd period Thursday
4th period Friday
5th period Monday
6th period Tuesday
7th period Saturday
Itth period Saturday
1st period Tuesday
2nd period Wednesday
3rd period Thursday
4th period Friday
5th period Monday
6th period Tuesday
7th period Saturday
1st period Tuesday
2nd period Wednesday
3rd period Tuesday
4th period Saturday
5th period Monday
6th period Monday
8th period Friday
2nd period Wednesday
3rd period Thursday
5th period Monday
6th period Monday
3rd period Thursday
January 18 at 8:00 a.m.
January 19 at 8:00 a.m.
January 20 at 8:00 a.m.
January 21 at 8:00 a.m.
January 24 at 8:00 a.m.
January 25 at 8:00 a.m.
January 22 at 8:00 a.m.
January 22 at 2:00 p.m.
January 18 at 2:00 p.m.
January 19 at 2:00 p.m.
January 20 at 2:00 p.m.
January 21 at 2:00 p.m.
January 24 at 2:00 p.m.
January 25 at 2:00 p.m.
January 22 at 2:00 p.m.
January 18 at 8:00 a.m.
January 19 at 8:00 a.m.
January 18 at 8:00 a.m.
January 22 at 2:00 p.m.
January 24 at 8:00 a.m.
January 24 at 2:00 p.m.
January 21 at 8:00 a.m.
January 19 at 2:00 p.m.
January 20 at 2:00 p.m.
January 24 at 8:00 a.m.
January 24 at 2:00 p.m.
January 20 at 8:00 a.m.
NOTE THE FOLLOWING CLASSES WHICH HAVE BEEN CHANGED FROM REGULAR SCHEDULE:
AE 84 Special Problems in Agri. Eng. Monday January 24 at 2:00 p.m. 1 Agri. Eng.3 Aa Dairy Cattle Selection Monday January 24 at 2:00 p.m. 124 HitchnerEd A261 Student Personnel Services
in Higher Education Wednesday January 19 at 8:00 a.m. 201 EducationEh 184 Teaching English in Sec. Sch. Saturday January 22 at 2:00 p.m. 22 RogersCf 2 Patterns of Interpersonal Behavior Tuesday January 18 at 2:00 p.m. 16 MerrillFn 63 Food Service Admin. & Cost Con. Friday January 21 at 8:00 a.m. 14 MerrillMc El Music Meth. for Elem. Teacher,
Div. 2 Tuesday January 25 at 2:00 p.m. 202 CarnegieIt 1 Elem. Latin Friday January 21 at 2:00 p.m. 17A Stevens Ni ,t 9 Readings in Latin Lit. Friday January 21 at 2:00 p.m. 17A Stevens NIt 47 Latin Prose Comp. Friday January 21 at 8:00 a.m. 13 Stevens N
Pe
Ps
PY
Zo
13W Fund. Physical Educ. Skills
321 Quantum Mechanics, II
20 Child Study Laboratory
177 Animal Physiology
Saturday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
COURSES WITH TWO DIVISIONS OR MORE APPROVED
13
As
Ay
Ba
Ba
Bt
Cc
Ce
Cc
Ch
Ch
Ec
Ed
Be
Be
Be
Ee
Ee
Ee
Eg
Eg
1
Eh
Eh
Eh
Fn
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Gm
Gm
Gm
Gt
Gt
Gt
Hy
AE Agricultural Mathematics
9 Descriptive Astronomy
1 Introduction to Anthropology
9 Prin. of Accounting, Div. 2 & 3
63 Marketing
1 General Botany
5 Surveying
26 Hydraulics
58 Structural Theory
1 General Chemistry
161 Organic Chemistry Lab.
1 Principles of Economics
84 The Teaching Process
1 Basic Circuit Analysis, I
3 Int. Circuit Analysis
13 Electronics
25 Int. to Elec. Mach.
31 Elem. of Communication
41 Elem. Circuits
1 Eng. Drawing
Ti Technical Drawing
Eh English Composition
1 Freshman Composition
TI Freshman Composition
2 Freshman Composition
42 Family Food Mgt.
1 Elem. French, Div. 3 & 5
3 Intermediate French, Div. 1 & 3
3 Intermediate French, Div. 2 & 10
3 Intermediate French, Div. 4 & 7
3 Intermediate French, Div. 5 & 11
3 Intermediate French, Div. 6 81 8
3 Intermediate French, Div. 9 & 16
Monday
Monday
Wednesday
Saturday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Friday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Saturday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Monday
Wednesday3 Intermediate French, Div. 12, 13 & 14 Saturday9 Readings in French, Div. 2 & 5 Saturday1 Elementary German Friday3 Intermediate German TuesdayII Scientific German (Elem.) Saturday1 Introduction to Government Thursday21 Current World Problems Saturday35 Democratic Governments of Europe Thursday1 Thermodynamics Monday
Re
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Reviewer stresses effects of concerts
By D. H. FITZ-CLARENCE
Christmas is the most musical of
seasons, perhaps because song is
the age-old, yet most spontaneous,
expression of joy. Joy is the spirit
of Christmas; the promise of
Christmas is hope. Where joy and
hope blossom, there is good will,
• 
tender and affectionate conciliation.
That these sentiments live ever in
the hearts of men—though darkly
veiled, though despaired of, at
times—we recognize with shock,
with increasing joy, at Christmas.
Then song forms itself on the lips
and—though the mind be shrouded
in doubt—that song is of faith, of
peace.
Two concerts of Christmas music
were presented by the music de-
partment this year. The first—given
last Wednesday evening by the
University Singers under Mr.
Headley—was a mild and delight-
ful innovation, in that it was quite
informal and involved audience
participation. The over-flow crowd(people were standing, sitting in
aisles, and listening even from the
hall) in Alumni Hall seemed to
appreciate the spontaneity and
warmth of the musical offering, pre-
sented as it was.
A group of traditional carols
from Germany, Italy, France and
England initiated the program.
And nothing could have been more
warm-hearted than the delicate
Italian carol "How unto Bethle-
hem," nor more robust and merry
than the old Oxford drinking carol
"The Boar's Head."
The women's voices from the
Singers presented as the main of-
fering of the evening Benjamin
Britten's A Ceremony of Carols.
Britten, a contemporary British
composer, conceived of the Cere-
mony as a cycle of carols based on
medieval texts and set within the
liturgical framework of a Pro-
cession and Recession. The piece,
although scored for trebles and
harp, is often performed with wo-
men's voices. And, indeed, the ma-
turity of women's voices—warm,
expressive, rich—was a compelling
factor of the performance Wednes-
day evening. The Procession and
Recession might have been done
at Christmas Mass by a group of
religious women — expectant and
then exaltant — as they chanted the
transporting Hodie Christus 'talus
est. The ten carols, medievally
quaint, tender or mystical, were ex-
ecuted with much beauty, much
charm. Diedre Beedy and Vickie
Casey, soprano soloists, performed
gracefully, easily, complementing
each other and the chorus in their
solo passages, and enhancing the
spirit of the work. Frances Davis
Young appoints Holland native
as new Animal Pathology prof.
President Edwin Young has an-
• nounced the appointment of Dr.
Louis van der Heide as temporary
associate professor in the Depart-
ment of Animal Pathology.
Dr. van der Heide is filling a va-
cancy in the department during the
leave of absence of Dr. Donald D.
•
Payne who is studying in the field
of epidemiology at Yale University.
A native of Holland. Dr. van der
Heide graduated in veterinary med-
icine from the University of
Utrecht and after a year of general
practice worked on the staff of the
Animal Health Department in
southern Holland.
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
on harp lent the ancient and fasci-
nating aura of that instrument to
the effect, especially in the strange,
other-worldly air of the Interlude.
Upon invitation the audiencejoined in singing four well-known
carols. And, lo,! they sang heart-
ily, joyfully, hopefully, as if the
Messiah had come.
Handel's Messiah was performed
on the weekend. The effect was not
at all the same. That the presenta-
tion by the Chorophonic Society,
orchestra, and soloists was mani-
festly formal really had little to do
with the almost somber, preoccu-
pied, effect of the work (which, as
most long pieces do, had its ups
and downs). Perhaps the times dic-
tate emphasis in interpretation.
Certainly, there was little real
exuberance (even in the -Hallelu-jah chorus") or easiness, little that
had an import free of care.
The performance was not unin-
spired; rather, it seemed absorbed
in considerations beyond the mere
musical presentation of words taken
from a scripture which is becom-
ing increasingly foreign to modern
understanding. Those solos and
choruses rendered musically most
meaningful were not those that one
usually finds best done.
Two choruses stand out, by vir-
tue of the fact that they were done
more carefully, more seriously: the
first—"And He shall purify the
sons of Levi, that they may offer
unto the Lord an offering in right-
eousness"; and especially the sec-
ond—"Surely He bath borne our
griefs and carried our sorrows..
Both, taken at a much slower tem-
po than usual, were done with
much self-consciousness. The "sure-
ly" of the second could not have
been more emphasized or more
protracted, and was intense with
the shock of recognition.
Of the soloists, the shining fair
was soprano Luz Morales. Tenor
Edmund Ostrander, though having
a pleasant upper register, was not
particularly inspiring. Bass William
Cupp sounded rather feeble at
times. His most significant render-
ing was the recitative "For, behold.
darkness shall cover the earth, and
gross darkness the people, and the
Lord shall arise upon thee, and His
glory shall be upon thee." Sally
Bailey, mezzo-contralto, was often
lost in the orchestra. Her best air—
"He was despised and rejected of
men; a man of sorrow and ac-
quainted with grief."—was done,
however, with perception, with
compassion.
Miss Morales' spirit and feelings
transcended her technical accom-
plishments (which are consider-
able) and that made all the differ-
ence. She seems to sing (as one
would say) from the heart. Her re-
citatives were well executed, fine,
but with the air "Rejoice greatly"
she made herself known. She was
able to transmit her sense of joy.
The smile that played about her
THE CHALET
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8:00 a.m. 127 Lengyel
2:00 p.m. 115 Physics
2:00 p.m. 205 Little
8:00 a.m. 15 Coburn
at 8:00 a.m. 130 Little
at 10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows
at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
at 2:00 p.m. 130 Little
at 8:00 a.m. 120 Little
at 8:00 am. Lengyel Hall Gym.
at 8:00 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
at 2:00 p.m. 303 Boardman
at 8:00 a.m. 303 Boardman
at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
at 10:30 a.m. 328 Aubert
at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
at 10:30 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
at 2:00 p.m. 125, 127 Barrows
at 10:30 a.m. 131, 133 Barrows
at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
at 8:00 a.m. 125, 127 Barrows
at 10:30 a.m. 131, 133 Barrows
at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
Januaryl at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January' at 8:00 a.m. See Instructor
I at 10:30 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.Janus
Janu i at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
Januar) Ott 10:30 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
Januar) at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
Januar) t at 2:00 p.m. 16 Merrill
Januar) ) at 8:00 a.m 204 Education
Januant at 10:30 a.m. 120 Little
January 1 at 8:00 a.m. 110 Little
Jarman 1 at 2:00 p.m 140 Little
Januar) / at 8:00 a.m. 140 Little
2:00 p.m. 140 LittleJanuar) t at
8:00 a.m. 110 LittleJanuar) ) at
Januar) I at 4:15 p.m. 130 Little
Januar) at 4:15 p.m. 110 Little
Januar) I at 10:30 a.m. Hauck Auditorium
Januari i at 4:15 p.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
Januar: ! at 10:30 a.m. 120 Little
Janu 1 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
Jan A
gt 
10:30 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
Jan It 10.30 a.m. 110 Little
 
 i at 2;00 p.m. 303 Boardman
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Hy
Hy
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Hy
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Fly
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Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
My
My
Nu
Pe
Pe
Ps
Ps
Py
Sh
1
Sh
Sh
Sp
Sp
Sy
Sy
Sy
Zo
3 Strength of Materials, Div. 1, 3 & 45 Statics and Strength of Materials
9 Heat Transfer
115 Mechanical Vibrations
123 Modern Society, Div. 1, 2, 4 & 5
147 Modern Society, Div. 3, 6 & 7
171 Introduction to Nursing
1 Fund. Phys. Educ. Skills
'12 Healthful Living
3 General Physics
5 Elec. Measurements
7 General Psychology
12 Fund. of Public Speaking
19 Oral Communication
21 Voice and Diction
23 Fund. of Interpretation
27 Elementary Spanish
28 Intermediate Spanish
29 Introduction to Sociology
130 Marriage
150 History of Sociology
151 Animal Biology
23 Class & Med. Civilization
34 U. S. History
51 History of Western Europe
55 History of Maine
160 History of England
164 History of Russia
1 Hispanic America
1 Economic History of U. S.
1 Trigonometry
11W Basic Mathematics
21 College Algebra
1 Elem. of College Mathematics
153 Structure of Arithmetic
1 Analytic Geometry and Calculus
1 Prin. of Statistical Inference
Sh Elem. of Set Theory
31 Advanced Algebra
41 Analytic Geometry and Calculus
1 Analytic Geometry and Calculus
3 Calculus Diff. Equations
3 Math. Statistics
7 Ordinary Diff. Equations
161 Int. to Matrices and Vector Anal.
3 Kinematics
Friday
Monday
Monday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Saturday
Tuesday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Tuesday
Saturday
Monday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
January 21 at
January 24 at
January 17 at
January 19 at
January 18 at
January 17 at
January 21 at
January 17 at
January 22 at
January 17 at
January 18 at
January 18 at
January 17 at
January 24 at
January 18 at
January 19 at
January 18 at
January 22 at
January 25 at
January 21 at
January 24 at
January 21 at
January 18 at
January 22 at
January 24 at
January 21 at
January 20 at
January 20 at
January 21 at
January 20 at
January 24 at
January 18 at
January 18 at
January 20 at
January 20 at
January 24 at
January 17 at
January 17 at
January 21 at
January 18 at
January 19 at
January 17 at
January 22 at
January 18 at
January 20 at
January 22 at
8:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
4:15 p.m.
4.15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
4:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30
10:30 a.m.
4:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
120 Little
321 Aubert
22 Wingate
127 Lengyel
See Instructor
See Instructor
See Instructor
See Instructor
See Instructor
32 Stevens, South
Lengyel Hall Gym.
137 Physics
Lengyel Hall Gym.
Hauck Auditorium
See Instructor
Lengyel Hall Gym
120 Little
See Instructor
35 Education
See Instructor
Lengyel Hall Gym.
Hauck Auditorium
130 Little
153 Barrows
153 Barrows
32 Stevens, South
Lengyel Hall Gym
153 Barrows
Lengyel Hall Gym.
See Instructor
137 Physics
See Instructor
See Instructor
Lengyel Hall Gym
202 Education
See Instructor
See Instructor
See Instructor
202 Education
137 Physics
140 Physics
303 Boardman
304 Boardman
303 Boardman
153 Barrows
336 Boardman
Students who find they have four examinations in one day should see Miss Taylor in the Registrar's office NOTLATER THAN JANUARY 10.
lips as she sang "Shout, 0 daugh-
ter of Jerusalem" was in her song,
too; and when she sang "He shall
speak peace," it was with confi-
dence and hope.
The tragedy occurred at the air
"I know that my Redeemer liveth."
Locked in the prison-house of a
tempo much too fast, Miss Morales
could not give freedom to her
abilities or expression to her feel-
ings. One must breathe a sigh at this
—as at the thought of something
precious and perished—needlessly
lost.
Mention should also be made of
the well-supporting and reliable
woodwind section in the orchestra.
And last, but not least, dear Mr.
Hare who saved the first strings.
CLASSIFIED
Order now—Corsages for the
Military Ball. Call A. Norton.
866-3378.
Furniture, appliances, linoleum,
v.,allpaper, new and used. Bar-
gains galore. We buy, sell every-
thing. Easy terms. House of
Bargains, 575 Broadway, Bangor.
Next to Shopping Center. Open
Evenings.
Books—All new, 35e up.
FREE CATALOGUE.
Classics, Social problems, Ro-
mance, Student aids, Fiction,
etc.
POSTAL BOOKS DEPT. C,
2217 Lackland, St. Louis, Mo.
63114
For Sale—Men's ski boots size
101/2. Two years old. Excellent
condition. $30.00. Contact John
Crouchley, 205 Gannett,
866-7404.
JIM XAVIER (Ch.E.)
. of the '62 Bethlehem
I
"Loop" Course is an
engineer at our Sparrows
Point, Md. plant—biggest
in the world. He's typical
i of young men on the move
I at Bethlehem Steel.Seniors and graduatestudents in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, research,
sales, mining, accounting,
and other activities.
For detailed information,
pick up a copy of our
booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course," at your
Placement Office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program
BETHLEHEM
STEEL eiTH
ST EL
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CALENDAR
Thursday
Panhellenic Council
Christmas Party, Memorial Union
Circle K Safety Campaign
Friday
Christmas Recess Begins, 5 p. m.
January 3
Merry
A
A
Classes Resumed, 8 a. m.
January 4
Poetry Hour, 4 p. m., Memorial
Union
AWS Executive Board
General Student Senate
THIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop
Expert Barbering
8-5:30 Tues.-Thurs.
8-6 Fri. and Sat.
Closed Mondays
FOUR BARBERS DAILY
35 No. Main St., Old Town
U-M receives federal grant
for French Language Institute
The University of Maine has re-
ceived a $78,000 grant for its sev-
enth straight Summer Foreign Lan-
guage Institute for recent graduates
who are preparing to teach French.
The grant was issued by the U.S.
Office of Education under the pro-
visions of the National Defense
Act.
Dr. E. Wesley O'Neill, associate
professor of French will direct the
Institute. He served in a similar
position in a language institute at
Colorado State last summer.
Fifty people, drawn mostly from
the Northeast will participate in the
Institute which will be held from
June 29 to August 16, 1966. The
intensive program in the French
language, civilization and the up-
to-date teaching methods is sched-
uled.
Qualifications include a bache-
lor's degree, preferably granted in
the winter or spring of 1966; a ma-
jor in French; and an indication
that the applicant plans to become
a teacher at the elementary or sec-
ondary school level in French. Par-
ticipants must live and take meals
in The French Language House
and speak French at all times.
Each participant will receive a
stipend of $75 a week, plus $15 a
week for each dependent during
the seven weeks of the Institute.
Georges Pomet, instructor at the
university and former Fulbright
Exchange student, will serve as as-
sistant director and will teach
courses in civilization and culture.
DODGEREBELLIONGIRL Watchers, Rejoice!
Prompted by a ground swell of collegiate enthusiasm (and to help eliminate long vigils
and scrambling for choice seats when she suddenly appears on TV), Dodge Division is
happy to publish Reb-Girl Pam Austin's complete schedule through January, 1966. Be
sure to watch the Rose and Orange Bowl games on New Year's Day. You'll see Pam in
a new color commercial introducing the fabulous fastback, Dodge Charger. And now
a word from your sponsor: Back to the books I
12 19. AFL Football. 2 Pcs.t.ons. NBC.
1/1.
1/1.
la.
1/3.
1/7.
1/8.
1/11.
Rose Bowl. 3 Positions. NBC.
Orange Bowl. 3 Positions. NBC.
Wackiest Ship. 1 Position. NBC.
Run For Your Ute. 1 Position. NBC.
UNCLE 1 Position. NBC.
Senior Bowl. 2 Positions. NBC.
Big Ten BasketbalL 2 Positions Sport.
Network.
1/10. Run For Your Llfe. 1 Position. NBC.
1/12_ Chrysler Theater. 4 Positions. NBC.
1/13. Dan Martin. 1 Position. NBC.
1/14. UNCLE 1 Position. NBC.
1/15. Big Ten Basketball. 2 Positions Sports
Network.
1/15. AFL All-Star. 3 Positions. NBC.
1 19. Hope SpecraL 3 Positions. NBC.
1/21. UNCLE. 1 Position. NBC.
1/22 Big Ton Basketball. 2 Positions. Spots
Network.
1/77. Dean Martin. 1 Position. NBC.
1/28. UNCLE 1 Position. NBC.
1/29. Big Ten Basketball. 2 Positions Spnr's
Network
The DodgeRebellionGirl Watchers Club of America Wants You!
woos ofvologo CHRYSLER
Other members of the staff will
be Mme. Andree Pomet of the
U-M faculty; M. and Mme. Claude
J. Chauvigne, Woman's College of
the University of North Carolina;
Alfred Fontenille, Institut d'Etudes
Europeenes, Paris, and Mme. Fon-
tenille; Fernand F. Fontaine, lec-
turer at the University of Brussels
and teacher at Athenee Royal de
Saint Gilles, Brussels; Mme. Jac-
queline Britnmer, U-M; Daniel
Gutman, specialist in linguistics,
Princeton, N. J., Township Schools;
Mlle. Denise-Raphaele Belard, in-
structor at the College d'Enseigne-
ment General, Paris; Jean-Pierre
Bourillon, specialist in music at the
College d'Enseignement General,
Paris; Ronald V. Baker, head of
the foreign language department
and director of the language lab-
oratory, Hamilton-Wenham Region-
al High School, Hamilton, Mass.;
Alain Furst, language laboratory
specialist, Renssalaer Polytechnic
Institute; and Danial Lefort, Uni-
versity of Paris.
Faculty members
write papers for
Weed Conference
Five papers authored by U-M
faculty members have been accept-
ed for inclusion in the records of
the 20th annual meeting of the
Northeastern Weed Control Con-
ference which will be held January
5-7, in New York City.
Prof. Moody F. Trevett of the
Department of Plant and Soil Sci-
ences, College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, is the principal author.
Together with Assoc. Prof. Hugh
J. Murphy and William Gardner,
he authored the "Pre-emergence
Weed Control in White Potatoes."
Four others are prepared by
Trevett and Gardner. These are
"Pre-emergence Weed Control in
Sweet Corn"; "Weed Control in
Carrots with Combinations of
Liuron with Other Herbicides";
"Weed Control in Sugar Beets with
Pre-emergence and Post-emergence
Herbicides."
NOTICE
There will be a Forestry Club
meeting Wednesday, December 15
at 7 p. m. in the Bangor Room.
"A Spectrum of Listening
Pleasure"
BROADCAST SCHEDULE
Monday 'Thru Friday
P. M.
6:00 MUSICAL MONTAGE
6:55 NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
7:00 Monday & Thursday
THIS IS JAZZ
Tuesday and Friday
THE FOLK HOUR
Wednesday
ON BROADWAY
8:00 Regular Features &
MUSICAL INTERLUDE
8:45 NEWS ROUND-UP
9:00 EVENING CONCERT
(opera, Thursday)
I 1 :00 MUSIC MID-
NIGHT
11:55 NIGHT DESK
12:00 SIGN OFF
Nora: If you desire a more de-
tailed listing of our programs
call or write us at 275 Stevens
Hall or 866-7385. We will be
happy to send you a weekly
copy of our program bulletin
free of charge.
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Special TANGERINE BOWL
DEVARNEY DISCUSSES INJURIES R 1111
DR. HUTCHINS
Section
Black Bears bow to Pirates 31-0
By RONALD R. PARENT
If the Civil War had been fought
with footballs, the Southern army
probably would have marched
through Bangor. If you don't think
so ask the Black Bear eleven.
The Maine team has lost two
football garnes this year. Both were
played about as far into Rebelland
as one can go—Florida.
The last game, as everyone on
both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line
knows, saw Maine bow to the East
Carolina College Pirates by a hu-
miliating 31-0 score.
But scores often do not tell the
whole story and the Maine-East
Carolina game was no exception.
It was a game of guts for Maine
like all the Bears' games this sea-
son. But for the second time guts
alone were not enough.
East Carolina Was big. fast, well-
drilled and ready for the Yankees
from Orono. It was obvious from
the start that Maine was out-
classed on the field and in the
stands.
Maine played a great game for
most of the first half. The cele-
brated Maine defense stopped the
Pirates cold on three different
drives that brought the Southern-
ers within inches of scoring. The
Pirates finally gave up. punted,
and took a 3-0 lead late in the
second quarter. Minutes later they
added seven more with a 35 yard
pass to Jim Abernethy.
Maine's attack, like the defense,
sparkled until quarterback Dick
DeVarney was injured and left the
game in the first quarter. After De-
Varney's injury, the game caved in
on the Bears.
Maine moved the ball to East
Carolina's 39 on the first series of
offensive plays. On the next series,
DeVarncy led his team to the
Pirates 29 before turning the ball
over to the Pirates.
Maine never really came close to
scoring in the remainder of the
game. They missed their best op-
porttmity after recovering a fumble
on East Carolina's 12 with two
seconds remaining in the half. Fred
Lovejoy's attempted field goal was
wide, and the first half ended with
Maine trailing by 10 points.
The second half was a nightmare
for Maine fans. East Carolina
scored the first two times they got
the ball. Maine's defensive unit
played practically the entire half.
Coach Hal Westerman noted
early in the season that the best
defense in football today is a rood
offense. Orlando proved he was
right. Without DeVarney, Maine
had no offense. The defensive unit.
while outstanding, was worn thin
by overexposure. The defense was
in action for 80 plays and only on
three occasions did Maine get
more than one series of downs.
The defense played practically
the entire second half. George Plat-
ter, who took over for DeVarney.
played well but as Westerman
said. ". . . he has only run about
five plays for sit this season. He
has a lot to !e um."
DeVarney did return to the ball
game in the tliird quarter But it
was obvious that he was hurt and
playing on gilts alone. Ile left the
came for good five plays later with
his second injury — a separated
shoulder.
Quarterback Dave Alexander led
the victorious Pirates He passed
for one touchdown and ran for two
others.
After the game Alexander said,
"We just ran away from them . .
We moved away from them, rather
than at them."
.Alexander ran all right. His
game total was 170 yards in 31
carries. The best Maine could do
was Charlie Belisle's 40 yards in
all attempts.
The Orlando Sentinel perhaps
slimmed up the game when it said,
"The injury [DeN'arney] and the
inability to take advantage of early
opportunities cost Maine heavily.
Without these things, the Bears
would not have been defeated by
11 points But they probably still
would have been beaten. East Caro-
lina simply has a better football
team."
S.4011.0.
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REANY CHARGES DOWN FIELD
THE MAINE CAMPUS
St ELY GIVES THE V FOR VICTORY SIGN—
President of the Senior Skulls Paul Sullivan and
President of the All Maine W •n Jan Blake
110411' SKIRTS AND PRETTY GIRLS—Sue Ella Duff was the 1965
Tangerine Bowl Queen and she rode through the stadium to take her
place on an improvised throne to watch the game.
THE SECOND TD—East Carolina College ran the gamut for the sec
end TD of the game. Things port of piled up in the end ione.
Orono, Maine, December 16, 1965 Orono, Maine
v.ere on hand for the Tangerine Meal game nt
Orlando. lead the eheering on the Int. to
the game.
THE REAL PIRATE—The campus mayor from East Carolina enter-
tained the whole stadium with his antics. During the half he danced
on the goal post and he lead the cheerleaders in vigorous activities.
' If
"SW
wear on —vexmmaro416.444ro..00s •
THE PIRATE BAND—The East Carolina Band, ftir a .pectaciihr performanre,  facie with
170 strong, marched down the field at halftime Ceti, sburg %dares..
1
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Orono, Maine, December 16, 1965
CO-CAPTAIN WALT IIIRST—After the gante, Walter Hirst trudged
wearily for the locker room battling fatigue and disappointment.
WHERE, OH WHERE ARE THE RACCOON COATS?—Despite 73
degree heat, the Maine cheerleaders cheered, jumped and catorted, to
spur the crowd to new heights of cntlinsia,m. They e‘en wore the
traditional raccoon coats.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
THEY WERE ON THE BENCH IN SPIRIT—
These members of the Bears squad %emit% able
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CONQUERS MAINE—The quarteilEIrk
for East Carolina, Dave Alexander, carries the ball ti..t.n 1111 f i.•I.I.
He is just about to be tackled by a Black Bear.
3a
to suit up for the game but they -at in the front
row and cheered their friends on.
THEY HELPED US OUT—The Edgewater High School Band played
the !-'tein Song and aided the cheering section with percussion. (How.
c•er. they didn't want to play Yankee Doodle Dandy.)
HARNEY CARRIES 'F BE BALL
THE MAINE CAMPUS
'Midnight special' carries
students to Orlando game
Chilled, sleepy, yet still excited,
the fortunate faculty, staff and stu-
dent traoelers left the Bangor Mu-
nicipal airport on a chartered
American Flyers Airlines plane to
the Tangerine Bowl game in Or-
lando, Fla.
The only unusual event on the
flight was the meal. Those trav-
elers sleeping soundly were awak-
ened to behold a platter of deli-
cacies which included a brown
bread with cream cheese sandwich;
a container of peanuts; a carton of
milk: some rapefruit sections; and
for dessert—an olive, sans martini.
In other words, if you weren't
having nightmares during the flight
they served you one.
With red eyes (from sleep) the
group disembarked in Orlando at
approximately 8:00 a.m. They
boarded buses to the downtown
Orlando hotels and checked in.
Later, buses carried the travelers
from their hotels to the game in
the Tangerine Bowl stadium. The
sun was high and the temperature
was in the 804.
The Maine stands were full, but necessary to be an Agent 007 to
a large percentage of the spec- find one.
tators on that side were rooting for "It was the longest game I have
East Carolina College. The Maine ever watched" was the reaction of
rooters were loud but scattered. most Maine students after the
The bleachers directly beside the Tangerine Bowl finally came to its
field contained a unique set of conclusion.
fans. They used to be team mem- Maine lost but Maine students
hers but the Bowl Committee only quickly and quietly took the loss
allows 35 members to suit up. They in stride. In fact, some of the stu-
had practiced, and sacrificed many
post-season hours to help their
teammates stay in shape for the
game and now they were cheering
for them. And their last hurrah
cazne only with the last second of
the game.
After the game, the Maine
alumni, faculty and staff gathered
at the Cherry Plaza Hotel for a
dinner party.
The students returned to the
Angebilt Hotel where most of the
East Carolina band members were
staying. The East Carolina fans
were in ',ling around, making plans
for a victory party. The Maine fans
also were milling around, looking
for any kind of party. It wasn't
Three Alpha Gams ride
through night to game
Three Alpha Gamma Rhos left
the University at 7:35 Thursday
night and drove all night, the next
day. and all the following night,
to arrive in Orlando at 6:00 am.
Saturday.
Dana Barry and John Palmer
waited at the field house for
Bruce Brockway to finish the
Thursday night ROTC drill.
Dawn found them near Wash-
ington, D.0 , where the flat
country starts. They pushed South
through the rain-shackle homes and
rinky-clink towns of North and
South Carolina; farm country
which is largely poor.
In Georgia, they saw their first
Spanish moss.
And in Florida they saw the
first 0-J stands
At 9 a m Saturday morning
they exchanged their game tickets
for better seats. At noon, they hung
the Alpha Gamma Rho green and
gold banner at the Tangerine Bowl
stadium, the only U-M fraternity
in represented in answer to the
The
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
S41)111r enirs--Novelties
Artist Supplies
Custom Picture Framing
Party Supplies
and Decorations
13 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Maine's Most Complete
Card Shop
many banners and lettered bed
sheets from East Carolina.
High Schoolers aid
cheering at Bowl;
played Stein Song
The Edgewater High School
band did a tremendous job of play-
ing and cheering for th.! University
of Maine at the Tangeline Bowl
The band, about 90-members
strong, forgot their rebel biases
long enough to lead the Maine
crowd in cheers. They played the
Maine ''Stein Song" several tines
but reportedly balked when asked
to answer East Carolina's "Dixie''
with "Yankee Doodle."
Governor John H. Reed joined
Maine fans for the game. Looking
a little tired after his recent trips
to the Far East, Mexico and Texas.
the Governor drew an "enthusi-
astic" response from the Maine
fans.
HILLSON
CLEANERS
Campus pick-up
and delivery
each day
• loot It 'em grublt
get theft; clean-
11111 •,treet. Orono
:4,6-3617
"midnight" express trip to Florida
that they sacked out to prepare
for Saturday night and Sunday's
activities.
Nothing special was planned for
Sunday so students showed their in-
genuity by arranging their own en-
tertainment. It came in many
forms.
Many groups rented cars and
toured the Orlando area. Some vis-
ited Cypress Gardens while others
took in activities at Cocoa Beach
where the planned space shot
would have been visible. Others
shopped, since many of Orlando's
stores stay open on Sundays.
A group visited the infamous
"Bargain Barn" just outside Or-
lando. Billed as a fabulous Brand
Name discount store and built
something like the outside of the
East Annex and the inside of the
Parthenon, the store turned out to
be a fine example of the deep
southern architecture. The brand
names were on the gum rubber hip
boots. After two minutes inside,
one student asked a clerk if there
was a fast way out. There wasn't.
At 5 pm. the Maine fans gath-
ered at the airport for the return
trip home. One thing soon became
apparent; there were more oranges
than people. One student noted,
"If the plane should crash, au-
thorities would wonder if this were
a passenger or freight - carrying
plane.
The plane departed Orlando at
about 6 p.m. (temp. 70°) and in
most cases the students seemed
glad to be on their way back to
snowbound Maine, (temp. 14).
DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
in
OLD TOWN
for
Ambush
by
Dana
DAVIS DRUG
ALSO HAS
DOROTHY GRAY
AND ALL
TIIE BETTER
COSMETICS
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AYEH, SAID THE STUDENT—Can your band play, "Nothing could
be finer than to beat East Carolina at Orlando?" queried Paul Sullivan
to some of the Rebel students.
`Ayeh' quoth the Mainer
'Nevah' replied the rebel
"You-all came way from May- "Well, who's going to play the
ennn?" said the shocked East Caro- Stein Song for you?"
fina band member. "We'll sing."
"Ayeh", said the U-M student. "Well, ain't you going to have
"You sure gonna be sorry this any music."
afternoon," he drawled on. "Ayeh."
"I doubt it," said the student. "What?"
"Is your band down here, too?" "We like `Marchin' through
"Nope", said the U-M student. Georgia'."
The University Stores
"majoring in service"
Wish You All
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
And
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
a guaranteed gift
Sure to please or we will exchange
it for another from our stock.
THE UtsovtatsrrY STORES: owned and operated by the University of
Maine, for the University of Maine! Serving on the campuses of
Orono and Portland, and elsewhere about the state as CED needs
expand!
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everybody's
doin' it • • •
Midge McFadden sm..
Well, the snow has arrived in
time to give us a white Christmas
and prepare the ski slopes for va-
cationing ski enthusiasts. Time to
try out some of those new skills
viewed in Warren Miller's ski movie
It last weekend.
SECRET PALS are busily sneak-ing around the dorms, leaving vari-
ous surprises, including decorated
soap tablets, tangerines from Flori-da, old socks, cap pistols, empty
beer cans, and old Zo prelims.
Many students have decorated
for the holidays—special mention
must be made of the girls in Han-
cock, who have really done a fan-
tastic job of decorating their doors.
NOBODY'S DOIN' IT on campus
this weekend, but there will prob-
ably be plenty coming off at home.
So, get going, DRIVE CARE-
FULLY, and have a wonderful va-
cation.
PINNED: Claire Gagnon to Ed
Smith, Phi Gamma Delta; Barbara
Libby, Pi Beta Phi, to Bill Cook,
Phi Mu Delta, 1964; Janice Bacon,
Alpha Omicron Pi, to Jack O'Black,
Phi Sigma Epsilon, Univ. of Ne-
braska.
ENGAGED: Judy Fricke, Alpha
Chi Omega, to Bob Carlson; Susan
Conant, Alpha Omicron Pi, to Ed-
ward Flynn, Lambda Chi Alpha,
1963; Barbara Berig, Newton,
Mass., to Paul Sullivan, Phi Kappa
Sigma; Jackie Lemay to Dan
Schuster, Alpha Gamma Rho.
MARRIED: Paula Beaulier to
Don Paulson, Alpha Gamma Rho.
• MERRY CHRISTMAS.
Freshman 4-H'er
cops scholarship
Paul A. Hughes Jr., a U-M
freshman, received an $800 four-
year scholarship from the Humble
Oil and Refining Co., as the out-
standing 4-H Club boy in the Col-
lege of Life Sciences and Agricul-
ture.
• Hughes, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul A. Hughes Sr.. received the
award at a luncheon in the Memor-
ial Union, Friday. The three pre-
vious winners also received their
annual $200 checks. They are
Thomas Smith. Anthony Norman,
and Lloyd Record.
Representing the sponsors were
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Connors of
Gorham.
Hughes, a forestry major, was
he state winner in the national
garden awards program and at-
tended the 4-H Congress in Chicago.
•
DAY'S
of
OLD TOWN
Extends an
Invitation
to shop their store
for Gift Ideas
for you and yours
Records
Record Players
Radios
Jewelry
Luggage
to Ii: 
 
ju.dt a
Mrs. Maine Club
hosts class for
expectant parents
Classes for parents-to-be will be
held at the Eastern Maine Gener-
al Hospital starting Jan. 6 at 7
p.m.
The session includes classes in
prenatal care, labor and delivery,
preparation for childbirth, and in-
fant care.
Those interested should call the
Bangor, Brewer T.B. and Health
Association for more information.
DISREGARD FINAL
EXAM SCHEDULE
U-M print shop
merits citation
In recognition of its employ- good business to hire the handl-ment and training of the handi- capped and that ability, not dis-capped, the University of Maine ability, is what counts."
Press was presented a Certificate of As well as the Press, other de-Appreciation by the vocational re- partments at the University havehabilitation division, State Depart- trained and employed the handi-
ment of Education. capped.
Elmer L. Mitchell, director of Mitchell, who was accompaniedthe division, said that, "The Uni- to the campus by John F. Harri-
versity has shown excellent co- man, counselor, said that between
operation in training and employ- 10 and 15 students are also beinging handicapped individuals. They sponsored by the division here this
accept the philosophy that it is year.
Maine scientistf will
attend chemist confab
over city pest control
Mr. Arthur Gall, a pesticide
chemicals specialist from the Uni-
versity, will be featured among
speakers at the New England Agri-
cultural Chemical Conference.
Mr. Gall will speak on state
pesticides recommendations. The
conference will be held in Con-
cord, N. H., Dec. 15 and 16, and
will deal with problems of super-
vising, managing, and applying pest
control programs to municipal
properties.
Other speakers at the conference
include Roble Nash, state entomol-
ogist, and Oscar L Wyman, agri-
cultural chemicals consultant.
Sure
we
have
deskjobs.
Desk jobs at Cape Kennedy, helping
check out the Apollo moon rocket.
Desk jobs at an air base, testing the
world's most powerful jet engines.
Desk jobs in Samoa, setting up a TV
network to help teach schoolchildren.
The most interesting desk jobs in the
world are at General Electric.
First, why not sit down with the man
from G.E. when he visits campus.
Talk with him about your goals.
He'll talk with you about the hun-
dred different avenues available at
G.E. to help you reach those goals.
(Have a seat.)
You may be working anywhere
in the world, doing anything in the
world. From marketing appliances
like a new oven that cleans itself
electricaliy. . . to designing a com-
puter that's no bigger than a suitcase.
Progress /s OQr Most important 13odirci
Interesting problems. Important
challenges. Real rewards, in money
and opportunity. They're all part ofholding down a desk job at G.E.
Come to General Electric, where
the young men are important men.
GENERAL9 ELECTRIC
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Prof narrates ETV series
tracing history of wheel
Professor Norman Smith from
the Department of Agricultural
Engineering will narrate a six-week
ETV series entitled "Wheels". Pro-
fessor Smith will trace the history,
development, and importance of the
wheel.
HAVING COMPANY
FOR THE WEEKEND?
RENT
A
ROLLAWAY COT
—SEE SANDY—
ECONOMY FURNITURE
Old Town 827-2484
In the first program, he will con-
centrate on the history of the
wheel; in later broadcasts demon-
strations of wheels at work, new
types of wheels, and vehicles that
trasel without wheels will be fea-
tured.
The series will premiere Dec. 16
at 8:30 p.m. and will be carried
on WMEB-TV, Channel 12, Orono;
WMEM-TV, Channel 10, Presque
Isle; and WMED-TV, Channel 13,
Calais.
Professor Smith has been in the
Agricultural Engineering depart-
ment since 1962. He was born in
London, England, received his
B.S. at the University of Leeds,
and his M.S. at the University of
Durham. The professor has had
pre% ious ETV experience; last year
he narrated a Maine Dairy series.
"A good teacher is a good
student" states Prof. Pomet
By NANCY TANCREDI
"A good teacher is a good stu-
dent," said Professor Georges
Pomet, in his Last Lecture Dec. 7,
when he discussed the differences
between traditional teachers and
the type of instructor that students
like.
The traditional teacher, said
Pomet, is one who claims to own
the truth and transmits it as a
priest would transmit the truth of
God.
The teacher that students like is
the one who is himself. He does not
own the truth he seeks it. He con-
veys to the student that he is a man,
a part of the world first, then he
is a teacher. He is learning as he
teaches. "You cannot get into
teaching and believe that you have
all the answers," said Pomet.
Mr. Pomet questioned the reasons
that students go to universities. He
answered his own question with
common answers one would find on
most campuses: to get a better job,
to become a useful member of so-
ciety, to know the world. Mr. Pomet
felt that the most important answer
to his question was to know one-
self, to understand oneself.
To know himself Mr. Pomet
turns to literature and his fellow
men. "I'm not looking for the ab-
solute truth in literature. There is
no absolute truth." However liter-
ature attempts to answer questions
such as: What is love?; Why do
men love women?; Why is there
evil?; Why do men kill each other?
"Being in communication with
my fellow men helps me to learn
about myself," he said. Books,
plays, movies, comic strips, radio,
and television are all forms of
With this one exception,
GT&E provides total illumination
General Telephone & Electronics
brightens just about everything
you can think of not under the sun.
Buildings, ball parks, golf courses,
airports, highways and byways...
and, of course, the home.
We do it with over 6,000 differ-
ent kinds of lamps produced by
Sylvania, a member of GT&E's
family of companies. One lamp so
small that you can pass it through
the eye of a needle. And another,
in the form of flexible tape, that
can be twisted and coiled.
And we're casting new light on
light itself. Including a new red
phosphor for color TV picture
tubes that makes pictures far
brighter.
In creating new ways to use light,
GT&E is contributing to the safety
and convenience of the total com-
munity.
We're interested in having you
know more about GT&E. So we've
prepared a booklet that you can
obtain from your Placement Di-
rector, or by writing General Tele-
phone & Electronics, 730 Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
GTE
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICST4110 MAY. KV • &E SUI9DIS5L3, Gaeta Tolosa (lismo. La 133 sum • GM tabonsis • OH imetral • Imo" Taoism limeury Ca • *email bah • Wm Est • MN* ems
communication which help men get
to know each other and themselves.
Mr. Pomet concluded his lecture
by saying that "campus life is a
closed circiut world; it is cut off,
like a little monastery." What a
student learns in the classroom of-
ten stays there because of the tm-
relatedness of the subjects he must
take. "The curtain is pulled down
after class."
However, he left some hope by
saying that when a student reaches
graduate school he can become
committed to his work and retain
his knowledge outside of the class-
room.
Delta Zeta picks
'Dream Girl' at
Pledge Formal
Barbara Barth, a senior, was
chosen Delta Zeta Dream Girl at
the sorority's pledge formal held
recently at Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Twenty-five Delta Zeta pledges
were introduced at the dance.
The Delta Zeta Dream Girl is
chosen as the outstanding member
of the sorority, symbolizing the
qualities the sisterhood expects
from its members. Miss Barth's
Court included Patricia Dowd,
Susan Adamski, Marie Whited, and
Ann Figueiredo.
Outdoor
Angles
By DAVE O'CONNOR
Maine has seen the end of the
deer season and, for all practical
purposes, the beginning of rabbit
hunting with dogs. During the mass
migration into the woods in Nov.
rabbits are forgotten while search-
ing for the elusive whitetail.
Opening day is October 1 with
all counties open until the end of
February and some remaining open
through March. In our locale we
have both the cottontail and the
varying hare snowshoe so called
because it's color changes from
brown in summer to white in win-
ter.
Although some success can be
achieved without dogs, by using a
beagle your chances of collecting a
limit of four are decidedly in-
creased. Snowshoe hares on a white
background are indeed difficult to
see and the baying of the hounds is
all part of the fun. The best type
of cover is a cedar swamp with a
lot of knee high evergreens in prime
condition.
For best results restrict yourself
to days when the temperature is
above 10 degrees because this is
when the scent holds best for the
dogs.
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
• 50 Modern Deluxe Unita
• Adjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TV
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Fully Air Conditioned
Restaurant
RESERVATIONS
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McCall's Bears 2-3 on seasonBy JOHN TORRONE
Last week the Maine basketball
team played two Yankee Confer-
ence teams, Vermont and Connecti-
cut.
Against the Vermont Cata-
mounts, the Black Bears managed
to split a twin bill, losing the Fri-
day night contest, 65-58, and rally-
ing to win the Saturday afternoon
game in overtime, 69-67.
In the Friday night loss, Maine
ran into foul trouble. Dave Hale
committed 4 fouls in the first half,
while co-captain Guy Strang fouled
out with ten minutes left in the
second half. Although Maine out-
shot the Cats from the floor, 25
field goals to 23, the Cats were at
the charity line most of the night.
At the line 27 times, Vermont made
good on 18 of them, while Maine
hit for 8 of 17.
A good Vermont defense had
Maine players double teamed
whenever the Black Bears began to
rally. After Maine lost the ball, the
Black Bears would try to make up
for their mistakes by making the
quick two points, but instead they
were too anxious and shot wild.
Consequently, Maine trailed by
around 8 points the entire night.
In the second game against
UVM, Maine found the Catamount
defense as tough as ever. With
only 11 minutes left in the game,
the Black Bears found themselves
behind, 53-35.
Fired up by little Rick Woods,
who scored 12 points in the second
half, Maine caught up to the Cats
by outshooting them, 18-3, in the
next eight minutes. The battle see-
s, sawed back and forth, resulting in
a regulation game draw, 64-64.
In the five minute overtime, Ver-
mont scored first with only 1:42 re-
maining. Brewer followed with his
first two points of the game. After
Vermont made one of two from
the line to break the deadlock,
Terry Carr hit a long jumper and
Rick Woods got a free throw to
end the game in Maine's advantage,
69-67.
THREE BLACK BEARS, Hale,
. Ice hockey
opens soon
•
Soon after Christmas vacation,
the Maine intramural hockey pro-
gram will begin its third season.
A meeting was held last Thursday
night to introduce the new men in
school to the program and to find
out ssho among the veterans will
return for another year.
HOCKEY AT MAINE began in
1963 when a few disgruntled indi-
viduals, tired of playing hockey
with no boards, no goalies, no ref-
erees, no lighting, and no teams,
got together to set up a program
of intramural hockey.
It was discovered by accident
that Wally Behan. a graduate stu-
dent in history, had played for St.
Lawrence College, Canadian Junior
A, and the Toronto Maple Leafs,
and was interested in helping form
a league. With a board of directors,
Roger Boucher. Bill Libby, Sarge
Means, Steve Hazard. and Pete
Paiton, a league was formed.
However, there was no equip-
ment. President Elliott managed to
raise enough money to build boards
for the rink, buy shovels, brooms,
goalie equipment, cages and good
lighting. A meeting was held and
more than 60 men turned up. The
first year there were five teams,
each playing about fifteen games.
After the first year Wally Behan
graduated. Steve Hazard, a junior
took over the organization of the
League assisted by the captains of
the various teams. The second year
of hockey was an even bigger suc-
cess than the first with over 80
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Carr, and Woods, were tied with
14 in the victory. Co-captain Guy
Strang was close behind with 13.
and Bruce MacKinnon was goodfor 9. Co-captain Milt Goggans of
Vermont won high scoring honorsfor the game with 20.
Against the Connecticut Huskies,
Maine lost a hard fought battle,84-69. Coach McCall decided to
start his 5' 11" guard, Rick Woods,
who again had a good night, both
offensively and defensively. Unim-
pressed by the pre-game antics of
the Huskies, who had eight of
their players dunking the ball,
Maine played a good, solid defense,
which forced UConn to take the
outside shots.
Unfortunately for Maine, the
Huskies had an outside shooter inthe person of Wesley Bialosuknia,
who scored 13 field goals, most ofthem from deep in the corner. It
was a close contest most of the
way, with Maine trailing less than
10. At the end of the first half,
Maine narrowed the margin down
to 3, 39-36. On 4 different oc-
casions in the second half, Maine
once again brought it down to 3.
The Black Bears played heads
up ball. Determined not to give
way, they forced UConn to make
mistakes: Woods and Carr stole
the ball all night and Strang and
Hale outpositioned Huskie playersbigger than them. In one play 6'Carr and the 6'7" sophomore cen-
ter, Bill Corley, went up for the
rebound at the same time, with
Carr getting the ball. A couple of
times, UConn was forced to give
up the ball because they couldn't
get the ball past the mid-court linein time.
Maine now holds an overall 2-3
record in the YC. The Black Bears
will play in the Christmas Tourna-
ment at Springfield, Mass., Dec.28-30, and will play host to New
Hampshire on Jan. 6.
ast
Present
and
Take a look at the above chart; then a good long lock
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recog-
nized as the major reason for the Company's con-tinued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment ... all opening
up new avenues of exploration In every field of aero-
space, marine and Industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur-
rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassedby our technical staff is.a veritable list of firsts in thedevelopment of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership In aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-
The Company's first engine, the Wasp, tookto the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gonebefore.
In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance In much the
same way as the Wasp had done In the1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are Indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
Jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58.
powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable.geometry fighter aircraft.
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ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi-bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt &Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further en.
hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa-
tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD In:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICALENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108,
SPECIALISTS IN POWER ...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS 1NCLUD£AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS-
TRIAL APPLicATiONS.
Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WLST PAUA BEACH, FLORIDA
ADIVISION OP UNITED A I PC R COM
A
A/4 Iqusi Opportunfly Employer
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DeVarney surpasses nine records; PKS candlepin leader;
Lovejoy outboots Boucher's record IC strong runner-up
The 1965 edition of the Univer-
sity of Maine football team
smashed 15 school records during
the campaign just completed. Of
the 15, stellar quarterback Dick De-
Varney was responsible for nine.
Team records broken by this
year's Black Bears include total
yards gained 2688, which smashes
the old record of 2644 set in 1958,
most passing yardage, 1688, which
breaks the old mark of 1255 set in
1964, most pas-sing
 yardage in one
game, 328, which betters the old
mark of 248 set in 1952 against
Bates; and most pass interceptions
during the season, 18, which is five
better than the previous high set in
1964.
Individual records for one season
broken totaled five, with DeVarney
setting four of them. DeVarney set
new marks in total yards gained,
1516, (breaks old mark of 1057);
Maine loses to East Carolina;
Theta Chi loses to Theta Chi
With many bets on the recent
Tangerine tilt, possibly the most
disappointing loss (besides a big
bundle of money) is a loss of pride.
GAMMA CHAPTER OF THE-
TA CHI at Maine lost not only
their pride but also a sheepskin
banner with the inscription Theta
Chi, Epsilon Iota Chapter, East
Carolina College.
The bet was organized by Epsi-
lon Iota chapter Monday before
the contest when their president
made a long distance call to Theta
Chi's president at U of M. The
stipulations for the arrangement
were, if East Carolina won, Gam-
ma chapter would buy Epsilon Iota
chapter a sheepskin with the Greek
letters of their fraternity and chap-
ter and if Maine won the Rebels
would do the same.
Our campus mayor, a Theta
Chi, took a letter of contract to
Orlando with him, and gave it to
the head male cheerleader when
the game ended. In exchange he re-
ceived a letter sent to Maine's
chapter president who agreed to
the terms.
THE HEAD CHEERLEADER
informed Robin Hood that last
year the same arrangements were
(Continued From Page Eleven)
men turning out to play on six
teams.
The second year was marked by
poor ice conditions, but still each
team played a dozen games. This
was a wholly student operated in-
tramural program. The captains
served as referees. The league was
a big success for the seccTrid year.
This will mark the third year of
the program. Everyone who ex-
presses an interest in hockey will
be given the opportunity to play.
Immediately after the Christmas
vacation there will be tryouts where
all the players will be graded.
However. everyone who does come
Out will be on a team and will
play. The league is also interested
in seeing anyone who would like to
referee games this winter.
If you were unable to come to
laq Thursday's meeting you can
still sign up by calling Steve Haz-
ard 827-4123 Hand Van Beever
866-4147: or see Pete Paiton in 127
Corbett Hall
ALL OF US
T PARK'S
WISH YOU
VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS
AND A
HAPPY
NEW YEAR
0
made with U Mass, and theydidn't fulfill the deal. Robin as-
sured him that the bet would be
paid if we did lose, especially afterhe learned that the game's out-
standing offensive player, Dave
Alexander was a Theta Chi, and
other team members were also
TC's.
Unhappy about the outcome of
the game, Gamma Chapter con-
gratulates Epsilon Iota Chapter for
their fine performance and fills
their proverbial stein to Mr. Alex-
ander.
most passing yardage, 1592, (breaks
old mark of 1102); passes com-
pleted, 114, (breaks old mark of
74); and touchdown passes, 17.
The other record-breaker was
Fred Lovejoy, the junior end, who
kicked 26 points after touch-
downs, bettering the old mark of
24 set by Roger Boucher in 1963.
DeVarney, also smashed five col-
lege records for one game per-
formances. They include most
passes thrown, 30 against Vermont
and New Hampshire, (old mark
was 28); most passes completed,
18, against Massachusetts, (old
mark was 16); most touchdown
passes, 5 against Colby, (old mark
was 3); most passing yardage, 307
against Colby, (old mark was 222);
most total yardage, 292, (old mark
was 221).
Junior halfback Paul Keany set
the other individual one game
record when he caught three passes
for 139 yards against Colby, break-
ing ex-Boston Patriot Dave Clou-
tier's mark of 113 yards set in 1961
against Vermont.
DISREGARD FINAL
EXAM SCHEDULE
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J. E. Tilanbirr,
TRADITIONAL CLOTHINGV
& SKI SHOP, ORONO
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• GREETINGS OF THE SEASON
V
V
V
t
As is our usual custom. we take this issue of the Campus
ri to offer our annual holiday observations:
• The season, tho' busy and harried, has been a most en-joyable one for us here at CHANDLER'S. Your reception
w • of our expansion and new ski shop has made all the sawdust; and long hours of the summer construction period trulyw worthwhile. For your patronage and for your words of en-
w couragement, we most sincerely thank you.
• In all of our long and varied retail experience, we have 4w never known a clientele so challenging to satisfy, yet so ap- A
• preciative of our efforts. It is certainly a unique situation in itw this day and age of retailing as per the stapled bag and im- 2w personal check-out counter.
• Perhaps we're old fashioned to think that people still 2vti ought to be able to practice the art of conversation in a A
Aw • retail store or even that this message needs to be published; A
▪ but we think it's the breath of fresh air that this industryw • needs.
• Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
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Phi Kappa Sigma continued to
hold its lead in the IFC bowling
league by defeating Sigma Nu, 5-0
last Thursday. Although the PK's
only rolled a surprisingly low 1087
it was enough to defeat SN's 1049.
Theta Chi, on the other hand
continued its high team rolling as
Art Henry rolled a 331, bringing
his average to a 103.5, now tops in
the league. Howie Lowell edged
Henry for the night as he rolled a
332 bringing his average to a
101.44, and fifth place in the league.
J. B. MacMillan dropped off to
ninth place for Theta Chi averaging
100.00.
Theta Chi also topped its high
team single of 441 as they rolled
a high 462, ard also broke their
high team three of 1226 with a
1245 evening.
Bill Blum of Tau Kappa Epsilon
hit a 138 for a single string sur-
passing his own league high of 132.
H. Lowell fell just shy of this high
single as he rolled a 137 with five
spares in the first five boxes. Blum's
high three of 360 still holds with
seven weeks of bowling left.
PKS now stands at 31-4, while
Theta Chi is actually the only other
team in contention at 29-6. TC is
also on a hot streak, having won
15 points in a row in their last
three matches and have rolled
1226, 1203, and 1245.
This week PKS will face Phi
Eta Kappa and Theta Chi will be
facing a tough Sigma No team
headed by Jim Keithan, one of the
leagues top bowlers.
Others in the top ten besides
Henry, Lowell, MacMillan of IC,
Blum of TKE and Keithan of SN,
are Smith and Washburn of PKS.
Nunan of Delta Tau Delta, Rogers
of Phi Gamma Delta, and Means
of TKE.
Save
some
leading
questions
for
Xerox
(They can lead to some pleasant surprises.)
Especially in R&D.
When our representative visits your campus, take ad-
vantage of an Interview session to probe beneath the
surface of a company that means many things to many
people. Because it never stops coming up with new
surprises.
Don't be too surprised If he gives you a complete run-down of our fast-growing research and developmentgroups without mentioning an office copier. Xerox copiers
are a reality. Their research and development took place
many years ago.
Ask him what we mean when we say that the real busi-
ness of Xerox Is graphic communications. Draw him out
on how we came to start a revolution In office copying,
and transformed this success into an Interdisciplinary
assault on the global Information explosion.
Let him explain LDX (Long Distance Xerography) — wf-latft is today, and what It Implies In the context of to-
morrow's Integrated computer/communication networks.Learn the roles of chemistry, physical optics, mathemati-
cal analysis and systems engineering for new products
still as much as a decade away from the light of day.
Then, If you're Intrigued enough (and there's time
enough), let him ask a few leading questions of his own.
Make a date to see us on your campus
(Tuesday, November 9)
See your Placement Director for details.
XEROX
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